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With the further reform and opening-up to the outside world, especially since 
China’s entry into the WTO, China has seen an increasing number of business 
connections and cultural exchanges with the rest of the world over the past ten years. 
As a result, translation of publicity texts from Chinese into English accounts for quite a 
large proportion of current translation missions. 
     However, most of the English translations of publicity material from Chinese are 
not up to either the standards expected by translation commissioners or the linguistic 
standards of smoothness and expressiveness. Some of the reasons for such a 
phenomenon can be elucidated as follows: 
     (1) Translation commissioners lack understanding of the nature of professional 
translation and they tend to set deadlines that translators can hardly meet. 
     (2) Translation practitioners lack adequate professional training. 
     (3) Theoretical guidance is relatively rare and hard to access.                               
     (4) The differences between Chinese and English exist in philosophical origin, 
aesthetic value, ideology, history and tradition. 
This thesis tries to address the issue of how translation of publicity texts from 
Chinese into English can be enlightened and guided by the principles and methods of 
Skopostheorie, with a view to proposing some translation strategies for translators to 
use to satisfy both the needs of commissioners and the needs of readers of their 
translations. 
     Chapter One briefly discusses the background of this study, the objective of this 
research and the organization of this thesis. 
     Chapter Two elaborates on publicity material, from its definition and features to 
the requirements for translating publicity texts from Chinese into English. 
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translation approach, including a discussion of Eugene Nida’s dynamic equivalence 
theory and Peter Newmark’s communicative translation theory, followed by a 
discussion of the German functional school: Skopostheorie, as well as its 
representative thoughts and related aspects. 
     Chapter Four is an analysis of the differences between Chinese and English 
languages and cultures from the angles of philosophical origin, aesthetic value, 
ideology, history and tradition, followed by a discussion of some frequently used 
translation strategies which this study deems as of high value. 
     Chapter Five presents a case study. The author analyzes the case text under the 
guidance of Skopostheorie, suggesting such practical translation strategies as addition, 
deletion, restructuring, etc. as well as providing a revised version of the case text. 
     Chapter Six summarizes the whole thesis and discusses the possible implications 
of this thesis for the practice of translation of publicity texts from Chinese into 
English. 
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Chapter One  Introduction 
 
1.1 Background of This Study 
With the rapid development of Chinese economy, the implementation of the 
reform and opening policy in the past twenty years, the accelerating process of 
economic globalization, and the constantly increasing international exchange and 
co-operation, business possibilities for Chinese enterprises are becoming more 
frequent and varied than ever before. Fueled by China’s entry into the WTO, a vast 
number of Chinese enterprises are looking for opportunities to expand their markets 
overseas and attract more foreign capital. Prior to, as well as in the process of, doing 
business with foreign companies, the ability to use the working language accurately 
and effectively becomes a determinant factor for the success of each transaction. Since 
people on both sides have to understand each other’s demand and supply well before 
starting a formal negotiation, an appropriately translated introduction to a certain 
enterprise, project or product is of vital importance. Such an introduction may serve as 
a bridge over which business people from different cultural and linguistic backgrounds 
meet each other for the same purpose – making profits. However, since many 
differences exist between Chinese and English in such aspects as philosophical origin, 
aesthetical appeal, ideology and cultural connotation, rigid, linguistically incorrect, or 
culturally misleading versions of introductions to enterprises, projects or products may 
turn out to be obstacles to attracting investment，publicizing company images, or 
promoting products. Over the past twenty years, great quantities of low quality 
translations of this type have been produced and circulated partly due to lack of 
appropriate translation principles and strategies and partly due to the fact that the 
number of qualified translators is too small and the demands of translation initiators 
who wish to promote their projects and products are so great and urgent that they have 
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the author choose to embark on this project of translation of publicity texts. 
 
1.2 Objective of This Study 
The ultimate objective of this research is to illustrate the significance of having 
Skopostheorie as guiding principles for publicity text translation from Chinese into 
English. The author expounds the guiding principles of the German functionalist 
translation approach which is believed to be suitable for the translation of publicity 
texts. This research also intends to call upon both commissioners and translators to 
place enough emphasis on publicity text translation, discuss relevant details and 
requirements about the translation task before the process of translation is started and 
deal with whatever problems arising from the translation process conscientiously. 
 
1.3 Organization of This Thesis  
This thesis is composed of four chapters. Chapter One is an introduction focused 
on familiarizing the reader with the background and objective of this study and the 
organizational structure of this thesis. Chapter Two discusses the definition and 
characteristics of publicity texts, and the requirements for translation of publicity texts. 
Chapter Three provides a review of the development of the functionalist, translation 
approach, including a discussion of Eugene Nida’s dynamic equivalence theory and 
Peter Newmark’s communicative theory, followed by a discussion of the German 
functional school: Skopostheorie, as well as its representative thoughts and related 
aspects. Chapter Four is an analysis of the differences between Chinese and English 
languages and cultures from the angles of philosophical origin, aesthetic value, 
ideology, history and tradition, followed by a discussion of some frequently used 
translation strategies, such as addition, deletion, restructuring, etc. which this study 
deems as of high value. Chapter Five presents a case study. The author analyzes the 
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strategies as addition, deletion and restructuring, as well as providing a revised version 
of the text. Chapter Six summarizes the whole thesis and discusses the possible 
implications of this thesis for the practice of translation of publicity material from 
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Chapter Two  Introduction to Publicity Text Translation 
 
2.1 Definition of Publicity Texts 
2.1.1 Development of Pragmatic Texts 
     Traditional stylistics mainly analyzes an author’s writing style and his/her 
work’s linguistic characteristics. However, in the pastfifty years, with the fast 
development of science and technology and the ever increasing communication among 
different nations all over the world, a new kind of writing has come into being, which 
is what we define as pragmatic text. Its development not only provides a new field for 
stylistics research, but it also is fruitfully applied to language teaching. However, it 
was not until the 1980s, with the development of systemic functional linguistics, that 
people began to classify message-carrying texts as pragmatic texts from the angle of 
language function. Literary works which are rich in aesthetic meaning and emotional 
appeals stand in sharp contrast to pragmatic texts. Pragmatic texts are used in quite a 
large variety of social life, such as economic activities, science and technology, news 
media and so on. Specifically speaking, they are referred to as letters, notices, 
contracts, regulations, reports, legal documents, travel guides, advertisements, news 
reports, directions or specifications (Fang Mengzhi, 2004:19). 
     However, though it is not a long time since pragmatic texts were taken as a 
research area from the angle of stylistics, the history of researching pragmatic texts 
from the angle of English teaching is relatively long. 
     The end of World War II brought about an ever increasing impact of English on 
international politics, economy, culture and science and technology. In order to meet 
the demand for increasing exchanges and cooperation taking place among various 
nations, English for specific purposes (ESP) came into being in the 1960s. The ideal of 
ESP teaching is spelled out as this: ESP courses are those in which the aims and the 
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